
INVENTORY MANAGER CV
If you are applying for an Inventory Manager position, you should write your CV in ways that will easily capture the
employer’s attention. Be specific in presenting your data. Highlight your experience in replenishment management,
logistics, supply chain environments, as well as your expertise in stock management, warehousing solutions, and end to
end process design among others. Background in actual inventory management should be stressed out with the latest
projects placed on top in the work history section. Strong communication and management skills are necessary to
succeed in this job. A sample CV of an Inventory Manager is presented below for your reference.

Aileen Walters
P.O. Box 523, 9237 Hendrerit. St., Cottesmore, Rutland, M26 1GQ Date of Birth:April 26th, 1990 

Email: [email] Mobile:07458 377080 Tel: 01846 208153

MY OBJECTIVE:
As an inventory manager, my highest objective is to support the company’s core goals by assuring high inventory
quality and exceeding inventory targets. In order to do this, I will impart my full expertise in planning, scheduling,
forecasting, pattern analysis, deployment, and reporting with maximum accuracy as possible. Equipped with a strong
background in inventory management and warehouse operations, I am positive that this can be achieved. I also aim
to continually enhance my capabilities, utilize the best inventory practices, and pursue its implementation among
warehouse workers. I am looking forward to put forth a positive contribution for the growth of the company.

PROFESSIONAL SKILLS:
Admirable experience in monitoring inventory for large management
Sound knowledge of Generally Accepted Accounting Principles and Standards
Profound knowledge of warehouse layout and stock management
Ability to design and implement various procedures
Ability to analyze all complex processes
Proficient in monitoring operational supply chain

EDUCATIONAL BACKGROUND:
BA (Hons) in Accounting
Edge Hill University

Ormskirk
2008 to 2011

A-levels: Economics, History, Mathematics, English Language
St Andrew’s College

Cambridge
2006 to 2008

GCSEs: Maths, Physics, English Language, Chemistry
Sarah Bonnell School

Stratford
2001 to 2006

WORK HISTORY:
Moriati Media UK Ltd
Inventory Manager

South East
2012 to Present

Administered corporate inventory for central locations and at various satellite locations as well.
Monitored and supervised the MRP processes on everyday basis.
Analyzed inventory models and identified areas of saving for the organization.
Managed supply chain for smart metering and recommended ways to optimize stocks.
Implemented various strategies to reduce cost of all inventory operations.
Designed and implemented new processes to improve and distribute stock efficiently.

Cordius Ltd
Inventory Manager

Castle Donington
2011 to 2012

Monitored stock holding for organization and managed all warehouse functions.
Coordinated with internal and external customers and maintained desired stock levels.
Analyzed and recommended changes to processes to enhance the efficiency of inventory process.
Provided technical support to commercial team and recommended increase in incremental sales.
Assisted commercial teams to maintain efficient and optimal product supply.
Administered and provided product availability solutions for facilitation of business.

REFERENCES:
Kelsie Acosta
705-9837 Quisque Ave, Uppingham. Cottesmore
Banffshire, B1Q 4WV
Mobile: 07706 958107

Pascale Taylor
Ap #265-3348 Ut Road, Uppingham. Cottesmore
Banffshire, B1Q 4WV
Mobile: 07966 997702
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Build your Resume Now
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